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Design Topics

1. Something for cutting paper.
2. Something for watching movies on.
3. A kind of Public Transportation.
4. A single story residence for a lesbian 

couple with 2 adopted children.
5. A birthday card for an old friend.
6. An adaptable system of interior partitions.
7. A toy for a 6 year old. 
8. Something for drinking coffee.
9. A way to write essays.

10. A way to communicate with someone 
1000 miles away.

11. A way to explain natural selection to a 
child.

12. A way to get power to a computer in the 
middle of a room.

13. A way for a family in the 3rd world to 
capture, filter and store water.

14. An apartment building.
15. A boat you could live on.
16. A cafe on a Manhattan street corner.
17. A wilderness survival kit.
18. A moon colony.
19. A house by a lake.
20. A board game. 
21. Advertisement for a tanning salon.
22. The interior of an airplane.
23. A place for a family to cook.
24. A place where cars are sold.
25. A submarine.



Brief Description of the Eames’s Office at 901



397 miles
6 hours



1940 1950



1950 1960



Unwavering Commitment



Good Conversation



Postwar Venice CA



Calculated Informality



Multiple, Simultaneous Design Projects



Infinite Resources



Nonlinear Design



Workplace/Studio Discussions
Describe your average workday? Atypical workday?
What is the environment like? (noisy / silent; clean / cluttered; stern / relaxed; 
etc.)
How did these factors affect your ability to get high quality work done?
What attitudes and mannerism on the part of your employer or supervisor impact 
your work output?
Can you think of things your employer could do differently to make you more 
effective?
What do you like to bring into the office to make you feel more comfortable there?
Are there desktop objects you like to keep there for inspiration?
What would you like to see changed in your workplace?
Where is you ideal place to work?



















What major design ideas did Charles and Ray 
explore with 901?



Optimal Place for Design





Adaptability



Inspiring Surroundings



What were the major design methods Charles 
and Ray utilized in creating 901?



Evolution



1960 1970
901 Augmentation



How were the larger connections made as the 
design and construction developed?



Attitude of Change



Productive Environment



How were the specific elements and materials 
utilized and refined?



Blank Space (to be Filled)



Moveable Partitions



Designated Rooms
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Inspirational Objects



1970 1980

Charles PassesColor Darkroom



1980 1990

Ray Passes



Why are these specific ideas significant for 
contemporary design?



Relevance


